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Welcome  
to Pingree’s fourth annual 



As many of you may know, the exhibition’s title comes from the home Mr. and Mrs. 
Sumner Pingree established on this property in 1931.  Flying Horse Farm was named 
in honor of the flagship of the shipping fleet owned by Mary Weld Pingree’s father. 
Shortly after the Pingrees gave their land for the establishment of Pingree School, the 
institution adopted the Pegasus, the flying horse of Greek myth, as its mascot.

Each year, I look forward to the opening of this event. Our open vistas, hedge garden, 
pond, and entry drive all provide such perfect backdrops for art. Since art has always 
been an integral part of a Pingree education, it seems fitting that we should be a 
setting for such an exhibit. Indeed, all our students engage in fine and performing arts 
classes and thereby experience how art expands their minds, brings joy, and affords 
them a deeper, more nuanced understanding of the world around them. This annual 
exhibition is a reminder to them and all of us of all that art brings to our lives.

This year’s exhibit includes works by 23 New England artists, including at least eight 
who are new to the show. I invite you to take your time as you walk around, enjoy the 
many different materials and styles of work, view them from different angles, and watch 
how the light plays on their surfaces.   

In closing, special thanks to Judy Klein, Pingree’s Director of Communications, 
Marketing & Community Programs, for her tireless effort to make this exhibition a 
reality for the fourth consecutive year, and to Nancy Shön, a world-renowned artist, for 
being our Honorary Chair for this year’s event.

Sincerely,

Dr. Timothy M. Johnson

Head of School

Flying Horse  
Outdoor Sculpture Exhibit



a message from our  
honorary chairperson

I am overwhelmed at the quality of the sculptures in this 
extraordinary show. Aren’t you??  And I am honored to have been 
chosen as the honorary chairperson for this very  
special event.

 You know, I believe that we sculptors see the world in a different way 
from painters. As a painter, one has to make the viewer see a third 
dimension from a two-dimensional form. Further, the objects in 
paintings can be flying all over the place, like Pingree’s Flying Horse… 
We, as sculptors, must indicate a form from infinite sides  
and somehow that form or that sculpture has to be grounded,  
even a mobile.  We each have a totally different way of approaching  
a work of art. So, as you look at the sculptures, you might want to  
think about that.

I am pleased that this year’s show includes a tribute to my dear friend 
Beverly Seamans. I was terribly grieved by her death last year. She was 
one of the most talented sculptors I have ever known. Please be sure 
to go inside the school and view the ten pieces of her work that are on 
display in the library. 

Enjoy the show!

Nancy Schön 
Honorary Chair



Nancy Schön

Nancy Schön is a Boston-based 
sculptor known for her warm, 
evocative representations of 
human and animal figures. She 
has received many commissions, 
both private and public, and 
delights in working with each of 
her clients to invent and render 
distinctive sculptural solutions 
to unique problems. She has 
exhibited extensively throughout the United States 
and abroad and has been awarded many honors. She is best known for her “Make Way 
for Ducklings” in the Boston Public Garden.

Nancy‘s sculptures of animals have given her the opportunity of having people ages  
2 –92 physically interact with them. Beyond the emotional, tactile interaction, she  
tries to select subjects for her public art sculptures that teach a lesson and have a direct 
connection to the sculpture site. 

Along with her artistic career over the years, Nancy has also been a community activist. 
She is known as the “Grandmother” of a 35,000 square-foot world-class skate park that 
will be breaking ground under the ramps of the Zakim Bridge this year.

In 1991, as part of the START Treaty Summit ceremonies, Barbara Bush presented 
Raisa Gorbachev with a replica of Nancy’s bronze sculpture “Make Way for Ducklings” 
taken from the story by Robert McCloskey. The sculpture is in Novodevichy Park in 
Moscow and was given “on behalf of the children of the United States to the children 
of the Soviet Union.” Nancy was married to MIT professor Donald Schön who died in 
1997; they  raised four children together.

“Early in my career, I discovered that when a child and a parent come across a sculpture 
of a man or woman, they just go past it. But when the child sees an animal, he or she 
runs to it and the parents never object. Since I love animals, it was clear to me that I 
could say through sculptures of animals much I couldn’t say with people. Hence my 
work is interactive and kids love to hug, pat, and pretend feed my sculptures of animals. 
This sculpture of my pig ‘Bacon’ was created as a fun sculpture for kids.”

“Bacon”: Bronze; $25,000

coNtact:  nancy@schon.com | www.schon.com



Daniel altshuler

Daniel Altshuler is a Gloucester-based classical sculptor who makes statuary,  
busts, bas relief, and medals of prominent individuals that are cast in bronze or  
carved in stone. His statuary can be seen in universities, hospitals, corporation 
headquarters, government buildings, museums, galleries, interior design showrooms, 
and on the Internet. 

“When I work in sculpture, whether 
it be a portrait or allegorical statuary, 
it is essential to me that I capture 
the spirit and the likeness of the 
subject of theme. I strive to show 
inspiration and beauty in my work 
which is revealed in variable lights. 
By the nature of the intensity of 
the raking light, the strong and 
simple expression of each piece 
communicates its intent in form.

The final location of the work 
is still another important 
factor to me. I need to know 
if the work is expected to be 
viewed from a distance or up 
close, as this affects the way I 
would model the statue or bas 
relief. Whether a sculpture is 
intended to be inside or 
outside a building is also a 
determining factor in the 
consideration of the 
modeled form.”

“Louisa May Alcott”: Bas Relief; $2,500

coNtact: 978.283.2331 | daltshuler@nii.net | www.altshulersculpture.com



Richard Bertman

Richard Bertman is a registered architect and a sculptor who was educated at 
Harvard University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the University of 
California at Berkeley. He is a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects and a 
founding principal of CBT/Childs Bertman Tseckares, Inc., an award-winning Boston 
architectural firm. He formerly taught at the Rhode Island School of Design and 
the Boston Architectural Center, and has been a visiting critic at Harvard, MIT, and 
Tuskegee Institute.

Richard has worked in the medium of welded steel and carved wood sculpture for 45 
years. “Some of my sculptures using steel rod or wire are like drawing in air. As with 
drawing on paper, the viewer visually fills in the surface between lines to create form 
and shape. The transparence of the piece expresses both near and distant elements 
simultaneously. This interaction of elements within the sculpture gives the impression 
of change as one moves around it.”

“Head of a Woman”: Wire; $30,000

coNtact:  617.646.5208 | bertman@cbarchitects.com | www.richardbertman.com



Whitmore Boogaerts

Whitmore Boogaert’s sculpture studio has created hundreds of mobiles, kinetic 
sculptures, furniture wall pieces, commissions, and more over the past 15 years.   
These fluid and whimsical pieces of art can be found throughout the United States 
and beyond.

With a background in civil engineering and construction, Whitmore has enjoyed 
working with architects, business owners, and art admirers to design pieces that not 
only suit the environment but also add a new vision. His work has been exhibited in 
countless galleries, museums, juried competitions, and is in private collections across 
the globe.

Working out of his 
studio in Providence, RI, 
Whitmore and his staff 
combine balance and 
design with attention to 
detail through strong 
craftsmanship.

“Upward Life Force”: 
Steel, stainless steel  
and glass; $4,500

coNtact: 401.297.9389 | whitmore64@gmail.com | wb-sculpture.com



Lindley Briggs

Lindley Briggs received her B.A. from Connecticut College in 1967. She studied 
sculpture at the Boston Museum School of Fine Arts and The Skowhegan School of 
Painting and Sculpture from 1967 through 1969. 

Throughout her career, Lindley has had numerous shows featuring her sculpture, 
drawings, collages and prints. Her work has been featured in national publications 
such as Yankee Magazine, Fine Woodworking, The New York Times, Art Business News, 
and The Boston Globe. Her current collection of bronze sculptures is represented in 
eight galleries throughout the country. Lindley’s bronze medallions have been juried 
into two international museum shows in recent years – one at the Hunterian Museum 
in Glasgow, Scotland and the other at The Museum of Fine Arts in Tampere, Finland. 

“A God Among Men”: Apoxie clay; $3,800

coNtact: 978.465.5593 | lindley@briggssculpture.com | lindleybriggssculpture.com



Dave carpenter ’87

A Pingree alumnus, Dave Carpenter has taken the untraditional approach to life. 
After graduating from college, he spent the next decade traveling and working his way 
around the world. During this time, he added 64 stamps to his passport including 
Antarctica where he worked for three years. Exploring the world exposed Dave to a 
myriad of people, cultures, environments, and art forms, giving him an unparalleled 
education and appreciation for our planet. While on these journeys, art became an 
integral part of Dave’s life, beginning while he was on a backpacking trip in New 
Zealand. There he became very intimate with the local mosquito population and 
decided to honor them by carving one out of driftwood. This mosquito became the 
first of many hand-carved memories from around the world.

Dave continues to make sculptures while living in Ipswich with his wife, Jess. His 
sculptures are still inspired by his surroundings and found materials. However, they 
have grown in size. 

“Gutterpillar #1”: Copper gutters; $375

“Gutterpillar #2”: Copper gutters; $425

coNtact: dcarpedium@verizon.net



Larry Elardo

Larry Elardo jumped back into making ceramics about 10 years ago after a 30+ year 
layoff. “My work is mostly hand built and fellow potters often refer to me as ‘the texture 
guy’.  I  loves the infinite possibilities of clay. The functional and sculptural clay objects 
I build investigate the integration of form and surface. I’m always on the lookout for 
man-made objects that will help me create visually exciting surfaces.”

The clay that Larry uses has a high iron content and remains unglazed, presenting a 
wonderful warm brown surface. The embedded colors are under glazes, a mixture of 
slip and pigment. His pieces are safe to remain outside during New England winters. 

“Bell and Arch”: Cone 4 stoneware 
clay; $7,000 includes site installation

“Garden Benches”: Cone 4 
stoneware clay; $400 each

coNtact: 978.430.3039 | lwelardo@comcast.net | www.mstreetpotters.com



Richard Erickson

Richard Erickson is a Massachusetts-born artist represented by Etherington Fine 
Art in Marfa, TX. More of his work can be viewed at www.richardericksonart.com.

“You’re No Fun Anymore”: Wood and paint; Not for sale

coNtact: 508.221.1053 | mary.etherington@gmail.com



Shawn Farrell

Shawn Farrell is an artist and educator living in Hamilton, MA. Originally from 
western New York, he received a BFA from Hartwick College where he specialized in 
glassblowing and bronze foundry. He polished his techniques while living on the West 
Coast working for various artists from Alaska to Mexico. He has displayed his work 
in various galleries and does many private commissions. Shawn prefers not to limit 
himself to any one medium, but finds himself continually drawn to working with glass 
and metal. 

“When you are accustomed to seeing something in the same way day after day, you tend 
to forget the beauty that is held within it. With my work, I like to take the observers 
to a place that they may have been before but have not seen in such a way. This allows 
viewers to experience new perspectives on their world and their place in it. It allows 
them to find the inherent beauty in all things.”

“Cogs”: Steel; $2,500

“Dome Tower”: Steel, cast resin, blown glass: $2,500

coNtact: 401.529.9052 | 978.468.2528 | sf.studios@hotmail.com | www.shawnfarrell.com



Ephraim Friedman

Ephraim Friedman discovered sculpture at the age of four when a Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) art teacher handed him a hunk of clay and encouraged him 
to “make something.” He continued to build figures of people, animals, and birds 
throughout his life.

Formal training in sculpture included classes with Ernest Morenon and Court Bennett 
at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts in the sixties, Nancy Schon in the seventies, and 
Lloyd Lillie, Carol Keller and Albert Weinberg at the Boston University School for the 
Arts in the nineties. In addition,Friedman studied drawing with Stuart Baron at Boston 
University, Nathan Goldstein at the Art Institute, and Robert Cormier in Gloucester. 
He was indebted to Jim Montgomery, New England Sculpture Service, for bronze 
casting. Friedman was a member of the Pine Manor College drawing group for 20 
years.  He served on the Board of Montserrat College of Art.

Ephraim Friedman had a long and varied career as an ophthalmologist, hospital and 
medical school administrator, teacher and researcher. Ephraim died on June 18, 2011.  
He lived with his wife Dagmar Benioff Friedman in Beverly Farms for 30 years. They 
have four children (Deborah, David, Jonathan, and Karen) and nine grandchildren.

“Joe DiMaggio”: Cast bronze; $12,000

coNtact: 978.922.0223| www.ephraimfriedman.com | dagmarfriedman@me.com



Gordon Frost

Gordon Frost has been a lifelong resident of the quaint community of Rings Island 
in Salisbury, Massachusetts. As a man of many trades, he has always used his talents 
to their fullest potential. He has completely restored an antique hand tub that had 
been mostly destroyed in a fire at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem. As a retired 
fire captain, he began buying and selling antiques. He also began experimenting with 
one of his trades, welding. Starting small at first with metal rods and old rusty hand 
tools, he began making his creations. From a stick man made from railroad spikes to 
small garden sculptures, his talents were quickly recognized. His art was often selling 
faster than it could be made. His art has now become as vast as his clientele. Pieces 
range from a life-size skeleton made of wrenches now in New York to a Russian spire 
that can be found somewhere in…well, Russia. His work can be seen throughout the 
country or as nearby as outside the fire station in Amesbury or on his lawn on Rings 
Island. Most of work comes from his own 
inspiration, but he is happy to work from 
your inspiration as well.  

“Marlin”: Steel and washers; $2,200

“Whaler”: Steel; $4,995

coNtact: 978.465.3408 | CAP3147@aol.com | www.rustyironart.com



Justin Gordon

Justin Gordon began sculpting three-inch figures of little bearded men in a multitude 
of poses, progressing to carving scenes that included the centerfold of Jethro Tull’s 
Aqualung album as a wall sconce that he present to the band leader, Ian Anderson, at 
a concert. During semester breaks in college, he played in the snow in winter and the 
sand in summer, drawing large crowds around his castles at the beach in Gloucester. 
After finishing his degree in mechanical engineering, he worked for military 
contractors building missile components for nine years but kept playing in the sand, 
his pieces becoming larger and more public. Hoping to pursue sculpture as a paying 
gig, fate stepped in and he was laid off from the missile business in 1991. Since then, 
he’s done sand sculptures from the Caribbean to Canada and Arizona to Cape Cod, 
winning many awards along the way.

Justin also became an apprentice to a wax modeler for the jewelry industry, using his 
engineering and production education to develop power tools with Foredom Power 
Tools that took hours off the old way of wax modeling. These tools and methods are 
still widely used today.

During winters, Justin began subsidizing his skiing by offering his sculpting services 
to New England ski areas in exchange for lift passes. He still creates snow sculptures at 
Attitash/Bear Peak for vacation week attractions. 

To date, Justin works in eight mediums: wood, wax, snow, sand, clay, stone, ice, and 
foam. 

“Three Students”: Sand; Not for sale

coNtact: 978.521.0363 | Justin@Elwindesigns.com | www.Elwindesigns.com



Steven Hayden

The raw energy required to create Steven Hayden’s work can be overwhelming.  In 
a given day he can be found at the forge, hammering wrought iron and copper 
elements by hand; at the potter’s wheel, expertly throwing delicate clay vessels; and 
in the woodworking studio, shaping raw lumber into elements for his sculpture 
and fine furnishings.  This energy and passion for creation comes through in each 
piece by Hayden.  For nearly two decades since earning a degree in Materials Science 
Engineering, he has pursued novel, artistic ways to combine materials.  Copper 
saturated raku-fired tiles and vessels, fine furniture, and mixed media sculpture show 
his work to be a true “coalescence of form, function, and art.” 

Hayden is the only member of the League of New Hampshire to have been “juried in” in 
three distinct media.  His ceramic, metal, and wood creations are found in private homes, 
businesses, and public spaces nationally.  Recent public installations include the stainless 
and copper sculpture “Spirit’s Daughter” at The Courtyard on Main Street in Meredith, 
NH as well as decorative and functional wood elements in the newly constructed 
Winnipesaukee Playhouse.  His work is currently part of the Mill Brook Gallery and 
Sculpture Garden’s 16th Annual Outdoor Sculpture Exhibit in Concord, NH. 

Hayden resides in the Lakes Region 
of New Hampshire.  He is one of 
four artists with studios located at 
The Arts Collaborative in Meredith.  
The Arts Collaborative is the Lakes 
Region’s only comprehensive arts 
complex featuring on-site artist 
studios, an arts education venue 
with teaching studios, and an art 
gallery and design showroom open 
to the public and the trades. It is 
here that he handcrafts all ceramic, 
metal, and wood elements one 
piece at a time.

“Another Big Idea”: Steel, stainless 
steel, copper; $3,800

coNtact: 603.520.7299 | steven@haydenarts.com | www.haydenarts.com



arlene Hecht

Arlene Hecht is founder and director of Gallery 333 in North Falmouth, MA, which 
opened in 1988. The same year, she opened her Newton, MA studio where she teaches 
painting and sculpture. She received a BA from Boston University with additional 
studies in art history and has studied painting and sculpture since 1970. Charlotte 
Lockwood, Marcia Zonis, Polly Seliger-Egelson and Clayton Fuller were her most 
significant teachers.

Music was an early influence and inspires most of her sculpture today. Rhythm, 
motion, and gesture are the necessary elements of her figurative works which won 
“Best in Show” and “First Prizes” from The Falmouth Artists’ Guild Annual Juried 
Shows and The Newton Art Association in the 1990s.

Hecht is a past president of The Newton Art Association and a member of The New 
England Sculptors’ Association. She is listed in People in the Arts, published by the 
Newton Free Library in 1991. Hecht served on the advisory board of The Committee 
to Encourage Public Art in Falmouth. She has written the Foreword to the book, 
100 Artists of New England, published at the end of 2010. Discovering new artists and 
exhibiting some of the best art work of recognized and award-winning national and 
international artists is her greatest pleasure.

“Alvin Ailey 
Dancers”: 
Bronze; $3,800

coNtact: 508.564.4467 | 617.332.5459 | artgallery333@aol.com | www.gallery333.com



aron Leaman

Aron Leaman has been working with glass since 2001. He has spent years traveling and 
honing his skills working with many glass artist from around the word. He currently 
resides in Gloucester, MA working and living with the sea as his inspiration. 

His work is playful, colorful, and will make you smile. For him, it is mostly playful 
because he is having fun during the process. Working with glass there is endless 
potential for improvement keeping it forever rewarding. When people see his work he 
likes to leave them pondering with a smile on their face and asking themselves, “How 
did he do that?”

“Watch and Rest”: Blown 
glass, wood, stone; $1,200

coNtact: 978.317.4756 | aronleamanglass@gmail.com | www.aronleamanglass.com



Jill Nooney

Jill Nooney was educated at 
Bennington College, Smith 
College School of Social 
Work, and the Radcliffe 
Seminars Program in 
Landscape Design. She has 
participated in numerous 
group shows and had a solo 
show at St. Botolph’s Club  
in Boston. 

“As an artist and landscape 
designer, making art for 
the garden is a natural 
fit. I often make pieces 
from disassembled farm 
equipment. I like the synergy 
of going from working 
the soil to returning to the 
garden. I also like preserving 
pieces of our agricultural 
heritage, much of it over 
a hundred years old. My 
yard is a huge mess of 
metal detritus collected 
over decades of visiting flea 
markets, perusing metal junk 
yards, and knocking on the 
doors of auspicious-looking 
back fields.”

“Stairway to Heaven”: Iron and steel; $2,500

“Cog Cube”: Iron and steel; $3,000

coNtact: 603.659.2903 | jill@finegarden.com | www.bedrockgardens.org



Buddy Quinn

Buddy Quinn is a recent graduate of Montserrat College of Art. 

“The projects I make for myself help me understand the world around me. I am 
marveled by innovations that happened years ago, and by using archaic processes 
myself, I hope to better understand the level of effort and creativity that it took to 
let us take for granted miracles like sea travel, internal combustion, and flight. ‘The 
Pilot’ stems from the general attitude taken by flight-goers of this generation. The 
figure is dressed like a Lindbergh-era pilot when heroes and celebrations were 
made from daring trips through the sky. Now no longer a hero, he exists in a world 
where flight is no longer feared and is taken for granted.”

“The Pilot”: Steel; $4,500

coNtact: buddy@brianquinn.com



Dale Rogers, award-winning 
metal sculptor, takes 
pleasure in creating work 
that inspires the public 
to think about the world 
differently. His goal is to 
create thought-provoking 
work that is sophisticated, 
easily recognized, and serves 
as a mental postcard. He 
believes that by adding 
sculpture to the public 
landscape, communities 
are forever enhanced, and 
the art serves as a reflection 
of the quality of those 
communities.

Dale has won first place 
or best in show in several 
exhibitions, including the 
Westport, Connecticut Fine 
Art Show and Promenade 
of Art in Illinois. Dale 
enjoys spending time with 
friends and family, flying 
kites at the beach, running, 
karaoke, and camping in his 
1970s Volkswagen Vanagon. 

“Swirl Bird”: CorTen Steel with stainless steel; $2,900

coNtact: 978.556.1607 | dale@dalerogersstudio.com | www.dalerogersstudio.com

Dale Rogers



Gene Sheehan wanted to try 
something different with his 
welding skills and wound up 
producing an eight-foot-long 
working cod fish weathervane 
in steel for his front lawn. Since 
then, he has created several 
small origami-like sculptures 
and larger creatures, also in 
steel, for homes and gardens 
around the North Shore. Much 
of the inspiration for his work 
comes from the natural beauty 
and wildlife that surround the 
home he shares with his wife 
and dogs on Rings Island.

“Cormorants”: Steel; $295

coNtact: 978.462.5710 | sheehanartanddesign@gmail.com

Gene Sheehan



Duncan Smith

Duncan Smith spent a career designing educational materials, furniture, and exhibits 
for museums, including the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and many other historical 
and cultural institutions. He has always been concerned about the relationship between 
the design process, works of art, and the spaces they inhabit.

“I have been making mobiles for a long time. Most were suspended on drop wires and 
some were mounted on bases. Time for a change! Using the techniques and materials 
of my mobile craft I have evolved a new family of designs that are playful wire and 
painted metal objects, using wind to move, not as mobiles do, but as wind toys. From 
table-based ‘vegetables’, I have developed large exterior-based wind toys. The goal is 
always to give pleasure to the viewer and have fun as the maker.”

“Black and White Review”: Sheet metal and bronze rod; $1,500

coNtact: 978.536.9539 | duncan_smith@comcast.net



Brad Story

Brad Story’s sculpture explores flight and form. He integrates various avian, insect, 
acquatic, plant, and aircraft elements and spirits, delighting in the new aerodynamic 
or hydrodynamic forms. His work is made from carved and molded wood with 
translucent molded fiberglass, sometimes also incorporating hand-worked metal and 
found objects, finished with acrylic paints and clear coatings. He lives and works in 
Essex, MA. 

“In the Tropics” is a many-winged creature with both fish and bird features, gliding 
through or just above a shallow tropical sea. Completed in 2013, its dimensions are: 7' x 
6.5' x 7.5'. 

“In the Tropics”: wood, fiberglass, acrylics, clear coatings; $7,500

coNtact: aerodreams@gmail.com | bradstory.com



Bart Stuyf

Bart Stuyf lives by the sea in Gloucester, Massachusetts. He started his career as a 
dancer and choreographer in the Netherlands. His groundbreaking avant garde 
company was called MultiMedia. He continues to work in many media: copper, 
soapstone, wood, and even recycled Styrofoam. All of his work reflects both his 
interest in movement and his whimsical sense of humor.

“Garden Frogs”: Copper; $750 each

coNtact: 978.281.8089 | b.art@comcast.net | www.bartswork.com



Michael J. Updike ’77

Michael Updike grew up on the North Shore and graduated from Pingree School in 
1977. He attended Lawrence University, received his BFA from Mass College of Art, 
and his MFA from Vermont College. Since 1991, he has been a designer for Mariposa, a 
tabletop and gift company. At Mariposa, he has created thousands of serveware pieces, 
mostly in alternative metals, but some in ceramic and polymers. You may view this 
work at mariposa-gift.com. 

“Penguins”: Plastic, Styrofoam; $1,111.11

“Mr. E. Bunnie”: Slate; $1, 414.14

coNtact: mupdike222@comcast.net | www.michaelupdike.net



In  Memoriam
Beverly Seamans  

1928–2012

everly Seamans is known for her bronze figures of animals, 
birds, and children. She grew up in Cohasset, Massachusetts. As 
a child, her interest in art was encouraged by her grandfather, 
John P. Benson, a marine painter.

After graduating from Milton Academy, she went to Sweet Briar 
College for two years and then entered the Boston Museum 
School of Fine Arts where she studied sculpture with Peter 
Abate. She earlier studied with George Demetrios  
of Rockport. 

Mrs. Seamans won many awards, including those from the 
Copley Society, the National Sculptors Association, and the 
Marblehead Arts Association. Her solo and group shows  
were numerous. 

Pingree is honored to display a number of works at the school 
in her memory. Please visit the library to view her work.

B
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Works by Beverly Seamans are  
exhibited inside our library.


